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This paper describes the different patterning of the segment /w/ in two Formosan 

languages: Paiwan and Seediq, and provides both comparative and theoretical 

perspectives by adopting the framework of contrastive hierarchy with feature 

specifications. Two phonological processes in Paiwan are revisited: the /w/~/v/ 

alternation and labial dissimilation. New Paiwan data collected in the east show that the 

/w/~/v/ alternation only operates at word level (suffixation), not at phrasal level 

(encliticization). Labial dissimilation no longer applies to the stems with a labial 

segment in the second syllable. As for Seediq, the phonological impact on Toda 

regarding the sound correspondence of /g/ (Tgdaya/Paran)-/ɣ/ (Truku)-/w/ (Toda) in 

the three dialects is discussed. This paper proposes contrastive hierarchy for the 

phonological patterning of the two languages and concludes with both synchronic 

variations and diachronic implications. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The segment /w/ is characterized as a labio-velar glide and usually occupies both 

bilabial and velar slots in the table of the phonemic inventory in a given language. 

Phonetically, the segment [w] is pronounced by rounding the lips and raising the 

tongue root towards the velum simultaneously. However, phonologically, there have 

been many discussions on the status of glides (cf. Levi 2008) and whether glides are 

derived from vowels or are purely consonants. Moreover, the segment /w/ presents 

further complications phonologically not only in comparison with its counterpart, the 

palatal glide /j/, which only involves one place of articulation, but also alternating 

with either labial or velar consonants, as well as vowels. 

This paper, therefore, attempts to address this issue by describing the phonology 

related to the segment /w/ in two Formosan languages: Paiwan and Seediq, and 
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suggesting that the phonological processes concerning the segment /w/ in these two 

languages provide the clues to pattern the segment /w/ in a given language. This is 

achieved by adopting the framework of contrastive hierarchy with feature 

specifications of the phonemic system in a language. The two languages are chosen as 

the samples for our discussions, hence the aim of this paper is two-fold: first, to 

present the new data and findings regarding the phonological processes concerning 

the segment /w/; and secondly, to provide a theoretical interpretation as the basis for 

patterning the segment /w/ in the two languages. 

Paiwan is spoken in the southwestern and southeastern parts of Taiwan, while 

Seediq with three distinctive dialects—Tgdaya, Truku, and Toda, is spoken in Central 

and Eastern Taiwan. Based on Blust (1999), the two languages are in different 

subgroups. Paiwan constitutes one of the ten subgroups of the Austronesian language 

family, yet its internal relationship is tentatively divided into Northwest and Southeast 

branches (Ho 1978). Seediq is one of the two main branches of the Atayalic subgroup. 

Therefore, this paper also provides a comparative perspective towards the 

double-faced glide /w/ in the two languages. 

Concerning the segment /w/, the alternation between /w/ and /v/ is found in most 

Paiwan villages and widely recognized in the previous literature (A. Chang 2000, 

2006, Chen 2009, Ferrell 1982, Ho 1977, to name a few). As for Seediq, there is a 

sound correspondence of /g/ (Tgdaya/Paran)-/ɣ/ (Truku)-/w/ (Toda) in the three 

dialects. This paper provides new data from the Toda dialect in the east, which has not 

been reported before. Regarding the segment /w/, Li’s (1981) study on Toda in Central 

Taiwan shows that the velar segments /g/ or /ɣ/ in the other two dialects correspond to 

/w/ in Toda. In this paper I discuss how this sound correspondence reflects the 

phonological patterning of the segment /w/ in Toda Seediq, with a comparison from 

the phonology of the other two dialects (cf. Lee 2009, 2010, Yang 1976). 

This paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to Paiwan and 

Seediq, respectively. Each section includes the phonemic inventory of the language, 

relevant phonological processes or morphophonemic alternations related to the 

segment /w/, as well as the diachronic aspects. In Section 4 a theoretical interpretation 

is provided, which enables us to bring the two languages together, and show how the 

segment /w/ is patterned in each language based on the framework of contrastive 

hierarchy. This is followed by a conclusion. 

 

2. Paiwan 

 

As the second ethnic group next to Amis in terms of population, Paiwan speakers 

mostly reside in the southern tip of Taiwan along both sides (i.e. west and east) of the 
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Central Mountain range. The census of 2010 estimated the population at 

approximately 110,000.
1
 

In this paper the dialect from the Lalawdran village is taken as an example for 

presenting its phonemic inventory. This dialect is located in the eastern part, which 

has received the least attention in the literature. This section also includes the /w/~/v/ 

alternation and labial dissimilation, as well as the diachronic aspect regarding the 

involved segments. 

 

2.1 The phonemic inventory 

 

The Paiwan dialects are roughly divided by geographical boundaries into Northern, 

Central, Southern, and Eastern groups for ease of administration. The first three 

generally include the dialects spoken in the villages of the western part (i.e. Pingtung 

County), whereas the last includes the dialects spoken in the villages of the eastern 

part (i.e. Taitung County). However, this division is not linguistically appropriate.  

The previous research dedicated to the internal relationship of Paiwan is Ho 

(1978), who compares five dialects—Stimul, Paiwan, Butanglu, Tjuabar, and 

Tjavualji, and concludes that Paiwan can be sub-grouped into two branches, 

Northwest and Southeast. Stimul and Paiwan belong to the Northwest branch, while 

the rest of the three belong to the latter. Butanglu and Tjavualji are closer to each 

other than each of them to Tjuabar, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The internal relationship of Paiwan (Ho 1978) 

 

Based on Ho (1978), the northern dialects of Stimul and Paiwan underwent the 

sound change of *c (tj) and *ɟ (dj) to /t/ and /d/, respectively. Therefore, most dialects 

in the northern villages do not have the palatal stops /c/ and /ɟ/. Still the palatalized 

alveolar stops [t
j
] and [d

j
] are heard in some villages in the northern and central parts. 

Also according to Ho (1978), the sound changes which lead to the subgrouping of 

                                                 
1
 This figure is obtained from the following web link: 

http://www.tipp.org.tw/formosan/news/news_detail.jspx?id=20110117000016 

Proto-Paiwan 

Tjuabar Butanglu Tjavualji Paiwan Stimul 

Northwest 
Southeast 
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the Southeast branch concern the proto-sounds *k and *r. The proto-sound *k split 

into /k/ and /Ɂ/ in Butanglu. It has changed to /Ɂ/ in Tjavualji. The proto-sound *r has 

changed to /ɣ/ in Butanglu,
2
 and /ɭ/ in Tjavualji. None of these sound changes occur 

in Tjuabar. Therefore, Butanglu and Tjavualji are closer to each other, while Tjuabar 

is relatively distant. 

No further examination has been carried out on this tentative subgrouping for the 

past few decades, thus Li (1999) concluded that the internal relationship of Paiwan 

still remains unclear. Despite the internal relationship being unclear so far, Paiwan in 

general is considered to have around 25 to 28 segments, with around 21 to 24 

consonants and four vowels /i, u, ə, a/, as well as four diphthongs /ay, aw, iw, uy/.  

To be specific, I present the phonemic system of Paiwan from the Lalawdran 

village, which is located in the eastern side near the Tjavualji area. This is shown as 

follows. The different orthographic symbols are next to their corresponding IPA 

symbols.  

 

Table 1. Consonants in Lalawdran Paiwan
3
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ɖ/dr 

c/tj 

ɟ/dj 

k 
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q (Ɂ/’) 

+vd 

fricative 

 

-vd   

v 

s 

z 

     

+vd 

affricate -vd   ts
h
 /c      

nasal m  n   ŋ/ng   

liquid   r ɭ/l ʎ/lj    

glide w    y    

 

Table 2. Vowels in Lalawdran Paiwan  

Monophthongs i   u 

   ə(e)  

   a  

Diphthongs aw ay iw uy 

                                                 
2
 Ho (1977:595) considers that the sound change is from *Ɣ> r in Butanglu based on Dahl 

(1973:86-96). In Ho (1978:573) the sound change is from *r> Ɣ, though no explanation is provided. 

In this paper I adopt the latter hypothesis for now, yet further research is pending. 
3
 To avoid confusion with the transcription of the Paiwan data in the literature and for ease of reading, 

in this paper I use the symbol c for the affricate [ts
h
], as well as tj and dj for the palatal stops [c] and 

[ɟ] or the palatalized stops [t
j
] and [d

j
], respectively.  
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The tables above show that in Lalawdran Paiwan there are 22 consonants, 4 

vowels, and 4 diphthongs. The dialect spoken in this village still retains the distinction 

of /k/ and /q/, whereas in some dialects either /k/ or /q/ has become /Ɂ/. The glottal 

stop is not phonemic in this dialect. Moreover, there are no voiced velar or uvular 

fricatives which are found in the other dialects. Therefore, it is chosen as a 

representative dialect for our discussion. 

 

2.2 The /w/~/v/ alternation 
 

In Paiwan the morphophonemic alternation between the segment /w/ and the 

labiodental fricative /v/ is found in most Paiwan villages. Previous documentation 

from the villages in the western part considered that the derivation is from /w/ to /v/ 

(Chen 2006, Ferrell 1982 and Ho 1977). See the following examples from Ho (1977: 

613-614). Since there are words ending with /v/, such as takəv ‘bride’ or q<əm>av 

‘gun’, Ho formulates the rule with the derivation of /w/ to /v/ before vowels /i, a, u/. 

 

(2) w~v alternation in Butanglu (Ho 1977) 

 Verb 

   Stem HORT. IMP. Gloss 

 a. s<m>ənaw~s<əm>naw sənav-i sənav-u ‘wash’ 

 b. q<əm>awqaw qawqav-i qawqav-u ‘call’ 

 c. ma-ɖawɖaw ma-ɖawɖav-i ma-ɖawɖav-u ‘forget’ 

 Noun 

 d. kasiw ‘tree’ pu-kasiv-an ‘place where woods are put’ 

 

Comparing this alternation in Central Piuma Paiwan and Southern Paiwan
4
, Chen 

(2006:94-96) states that this alternation is not found in the former, and in the latter the 

alternation only occurs in suffixation. Chen (2006) proposes that the alternation 

makes a distinction of ‘lexical word boundary #’ and ‘morpheme boundary -’. The 

following data partly taken from Chen (2006:95) show that in Central Piuma Paiwan 

this alternation does not occur, and its /v/ corresponds to /w/ in Southern Paiwan; 

whereas in Southern Paiwan /w/ alternates with /v/ only if it is attached by a suffix, 

such as –an, but not by lexical words, such as aŋa. Therefore, it appears that Ho’s rule 

overlooks this difference. 

                                                 
4
 Chen (2006:23) clarifies that ‘the terms of Northern, Central, and Southern are not only conveniently 

referred to the Paiwan dialects according to the geographical distribution but also indices for 

self-identity when the middle-aged Paiwan people need to distinguish themselves from the other 

tribal groups.’ Chen (2006) investigates six villages in the western part (i.e. Pingtung County), 

including Sandiman, Majia, Piuma, Gulou, Shimen, and Mudan (from north to south). ‘Southern 

Paiwan’ here refers to the villages of Shimen and Mudan. 
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(3) w~v in Central Piuma Paiwan and Southern Paiwan (Chen 2006:95) 

   Gloss  Central Piuma Paiwan Southern Paiwan 

 a. ‘drunk’ mapuɭav mapuɭaw 

   ‘I’m drunk’ mapuɭav#aŋa#akən mapuɭaw#aŋa#akən 

 b. ‘many’ ɭiav ɭiaw 

   ‘many things’ ɭiav#a#nəmaŋa ɭiaw#a#nəmaŋa 

 c. ‘fish’ ciqav ciqaw 

   ‘big fish’ ciqav#a#qaca ciqaw#a#qaca 

   ‘container for fish pu-ciqav-an pu-ciqav-an 

 d. ‘high’ vavav vavaw 

   ‘highest’ vava-vavav-an vava-vavav-an 

 

However, Chen’s (2006) distinction of ‘lexical word’ vs. ‘morpheme’ is 

misleading. First of all, =aŋa is an aspectual enclitic, not a lexical word. It can 

co-occur with the perfective prefix na- or the future prefix uri-. The enclitic =aŋa and 

its host forms a verbal predicate and such a phrase is usually enough to be a response 

in conversations.
5
 See the following sentences regarding the distribution of =aŋa.

6
 

 

(4) na-sə-vaɭi=aŋa (Lalawdran) 

 PFV-towards-wind=COS
7
 

 ‘(It) has floated away.’ 

(5) Ɂu-s<in>əʎəc=aŋa (Lalawdran) 

 1SG.GEN-<PF>warm.up=COS 

 ‘(The food) has been warmed up by me.’ 

(6) ita saka ita rusa=aŋa (Kaviangan) 

 one plus one two=COS 

 ‘One plus one equals two.’ 

(7) na-vuŋɭay=aŋa=aɁən (Pucunug)  

 PFV-pregnant=COS=1SG.NOM 

 ‘I am pregnant.’ 

                                                 
5
 It follows that the first singular nominative pronoun akən or aɁən is also an enclitic; other things 

being equal. There is no difference between aɁən or akən. The usage is an idiolect preference. 

However, in some villages only akən is used. 
6
 Ferrell (1982:13) points out that =aŋa ‘certainly, truly doing’, =aŋata ‘definitely (emphatic), and 

=anan ‘still, yet, continuing to’ are ‘clitics and affect stress in the phrase’. Early and Whitehorn 

(2003) gloss =aŋa as ‘indeed’. A. Chang (2000, 2006) considers =aŋa as a completive aspect marker, 

and =anan as a continuous aspect marker. However, given that =aŋa can co-occur with the future 

marker uri as shown in (10), it might be inappropriate to term it as ‘completive’. In this paper I 

follow Chuang (2002), Li (2010) and Wu (2004) to gloss =aŋa as ‘change of state (COS)’. 
7
 The abbreviations used in the data which are not included in the Leipzig Glossing Rules are as 

follows: http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php: AF=agent focus; 

CA=Ca-reduplication; CONT=continuous; COS=change of state; RED=reduplicant. 
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(8) uri-ma-vaday=aŋa=itjən (Vuŋalid) 

 FUT-AF-separate=COS=1PL.INCL.NOM 

 ‘We are separating. (=We are getting a divorce.)’ 

 

Secondly, in (3b) the a between ɭiaw ‘many’ and nəmaŋa ‘thing’ functions as a 

ligature or linker, which is not a lexical word either. The same applies to (3c). 

Therefore, in this paper I suggest that the distinction is not ‘lexical word’ vs. 

‘morpheme’, but rather ‘phrase-level’ vs. ‘word-level’. That is, this /w/~/v/ alternation 

only applies to the phonological context of word-level domain. 

Overall, the data show that in the Paiwan dialects where this alternation occurs, 

the condition is morphological rather than simply phonological. The following data 

show that in Lalawdran Paiwan /w/~/v/ alternation operates at word-level domain, 

thus the aspectual enclitics such as =aŋa ‘CHANGE OF STATE’, =anan ‘still’, or the 

pronominal enclitics such as =aɁən (or =akən) are not targeted by this alternation. 

 

(9) Stem: /kuʎaw/ ‘to roast’ 

 a. ka~kuʎav-an tua vurasi 

   CA~roast-NMLZ OBL sweet.potato 

   ‘A place for roasting sweet potatoes’ 

 b. k<əm>uʎa~kuʎaw=aɁən tua vurasi 

   <AF>RED~roast=1SG.NOM OBL sweet.potato 

   ‘I am roasting sweet potatoes.’ 

(10) Stem: /ɖawɖaw/ ‘to forget’ 

 a. ɖawɖav-u=akən [ɖaw.ɖa.vu.wá.kən] 

  forget-IMP=1SG.NOM 

  ‘(You) Forget about me!’ 

 b. ma-ɖawɖaw=akən [ma.ɖaw.ɖa.wá.kən] 

  AF-forget=1SG.NOM   

  ‘I forgot (about it).’ 

 

In Lalawdran Paiwan there are words ending with /v/, as shown in the following 

examples. These examples provide evidence that the alternation is from /w/ to /v/ 

before the vowels and the domain of its application is at word level. 

 

(11) Stem: /qəʎəv/ ‘to close’ 

 a. q<əm>əʎəv=aŋa=akən tua paʎiŋ 

  <AF>shut=COS=1SG.NOM OBL door 

  ‘I have closed the door.’ 
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 b. qəʎəv-u tua su-paɭiɭiŋ 

  close-IMP OBL 2SG.GEN-car’ 

  ‘Close (the door) of your car.’ 

 c. qa~qəʎəv-an 

  CA~close-NMLZ 

  ‘Place to be closed often, e.g. fridge door’ 

(12) Stem: /cauv/ ‘to cover with a duvet’ 

 a. c<əm>auv=aɁən ta qərəŋan 

  cover.with.duvet=1SG.NOM OBL bed 

  ‘I cover (someone) with quilt in bed.’ 

 b. ki-cauv-u [ki.ts
h
áw.vu] 

  REFL-cover.with.duvet-IMP 

  ‘Cover yourself with the duvet!’ 

 c. si-cauv-an [si.ts
h
áw.van]

8
 

  INS-cover.with.duvet-NMLZ 

  ‘a quilt’ 

 

2.3 Labial dissimilation 
 

Labial dissimilation in Paiwan involves the variants of the agent-focus marker 

{əm}, which becomes [ən] when adjacent by labial segments. Although this process 

does not directly concern the segment /w/, it is relevant to the theme of this paper in 

terms of theoretical interpretation, which is discussed in section 4. Due to its 

involvement with verbal morphology, this process is considered to be found in all 

Paiwan dialects, and has been reported in the Paiwan literature (A. Chang 2000, 2006, 

Chen 2006, 2009, Ferrell 1982, Ho 1977, 1978, to name a few). 

As shown in the following examples, [əm] changes [ən] if there is another labial 

segment in the stem, as [p] in (13a, c), [v] in (13b), [m] in (13e), and [b] in (13f).  

 

(13) Examples of Paiwan labial dissimilation in the literature 

  Stem AF-form Gloss Source 

  /kan/ k-əm-an ‘eat’  

 a. /paysu/ p-ən-aysu ‘pound rice’ Ho (1978:569) 

 b. /təvəɭa/ t-ən-əvəɭa ‘answer’ Ho (1978:569) 

 c. /qəvutʃ/ q-ən-əvutʃ ‘put out’ Ho (1977:615) 

 d. /piɭiq/ p-ən-iɭiq ‘choose’ Ferrell (1982:10) 

                                                 
8
 The same data collected from Paɖariyan Paiwan is pronounced as /si-cauv-an/ [si.ts

h
a.ú.van], 

showing that in Ljaljaran Paiwan the /au/ sequence is diphthongized as [aw], which leads to 

resyllabification. 
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 e. /paɭisi/ p-ən-aɭisi ‘disobey taboo’ Chen (2006:93) 

 f. /maca/ m-ən-aca ‘see with eyes’ Chen (2006:93) 

 g. /bəruŋ/ b-ən-əruŋ ‘to make a hole’ Chen (2006:93) 

 

Ho’s (1977, 1978) data show that this rule applies to the context where the labial 

segment is in either the first or the second syllable of the stem. However, it appears 

that examples like (13b) or (13c) with the labial segment in the second syllable is 

relatively rare. Most examples have the labial segment in the first syllable.  

My collected data in the Lalawdran village show that this rule only applies to the 

context where the labial segment is in the first syllable. This implies that the labial 

segment in the second syllable is ignored by this rule. Compare the following 

examples in (14) with labial dissimilation and those in (15) where no labial 

dissimilation occurs when the labial segment is in the second syllable of the stem. 

 

(14) Labial dissimilation in Lalawdran Paiwan 

 a. /vaɭi/ ‘wind’ > v-ən-aɭi~vaɭi=aŋa ‘It’s getting windy.’ 

 b. /vəɭi/ ‘buy’ > v-ən-əɭi ‘AF-buy’ 

 c. /viɭad/ ‘drive away’ > v-ən-iɭad ‘AF-drive away (animals)’ 

 d. /viqəs/ ‘scoop water away’ > v-ən-iqəs ‘AF-scoop water away’ 

 e. /vaksiŋ/ ‘sneeze’ > v-ən-aksiŋ ‘AF-sneeze’ 

 f. /paɭiq/ ‘choose’ > p-ən-aɭiq ‘AF-choose’ 

 g. /pa-saqədju/ ‘CAUS-hurt’ > p-ən-a-saqədju ‘CAUS-AF-hurt’ 

 h. /purəʎ/ ‘harass’ > p-ən-urə~purəʎ  ‘keep harassing’ 

(15) Stems with the labial segment as the onset of the second syllable but 

without labial dissimilation 

 Stem AF-form Gloss 

 a. /tuvəɭa/ > t-um-uvəɭa ‘answer’ 

 b. /capa/ > c-əm-apa ‘roast (meat) with net’ 

 c. /tapi/ > t-əm-api ‘barbeque on a slate’ 

 d. /cəvəʎ/ > c-əm-əvəʎ ‘bury’ 

 e. /təpak/ > t-əm-əpak ‘chew in order to feed’ 

 f. /supu/ > s-əm-upu ‘count’ 

 g. /sipitj/ > s-əm-ipitj ‘cut’ 

 

These data reveal that labial dissimilation in Lalawdran Paiwan only applies to the 

stems with the labial segment in the first syllable but not in the second syllable. 

Compare the same stem /tuvəɭa/ ‘answer’ in example (13b) from Ho (1978) with that 

in example (15a). Labial dissimilation no longer applies to this stem. 
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2.4 The diachronic sources of /w/ and /v/ 
 

In the Paiwan dialects without /w/~/v/ alternation, the words ending with av and iv 

correspond to aw and iw in the dialects where this alternation occurs, for example, 

ciqav ~ ciqaw ‘fish’ or kasiv~kasiw ‘tree’. 

According to Ho’s (1978) comparative study, the Proto-Paiwan (PP) *v is 

reflected as /v/ in all dialects. Also, PP *v and *w merge to /v/ in Paiwan (the village 

name) Paiwan, hence there is no /w/~/v/ alternation in the dialect. On the other hand, 

PP *w split into /w/ and /v/ in Stimul, in which /w/ is realized as [v] at word-final 

position after the vowel /i/. This sound change of *w to /v/ is a strengthening process. 

Ho (1978) also suggests that the word vava ‘alcohol’ (cf. vawa in the other 

dialects) in Butanglu, Stimul, and Paiwan is due to analogy. Similarly, Proto-Paiwan 

*aw and *iw are reflected as the word-final diphthongs aw and iw in the other dialects, 

but in Paiwan Paiwan they are reflected as av and iv. 

Ho’s (1978) analysis suggests that the sound correspondence /aw/-/av/ or /iw/-/iv/ 

at word-final position is due to the merger of Proto-Paiwan *w and *v in the second 

dialect. For the dialects where the /w/~/v/ alternation occurs, PP *w and *v did not 

merge. Such an analysis suggests that the /w/~/v/ alternation is phonemic and 

dialectal. 

Based on the Paiwan literature and my own fieldwork, there seem to be more 

dialects with /w/~/v/ alternation than those without. Those villages without /w/~/v/ 

alternation are closer to Mt. Dawu, such as Paiwan (Ho 1978), Piuma (Chen 2006), 

Kaviangan, Vungalid, as well as Sinapayan, which is located in Taitung with the 

residents who migrated from the west. These villages are located in the central area of 

the Paiwan distribution. Most of the villages in the other areas all have /w/~/v/ 

alternation. This distribution suggests that the merger of Proto-Paiwan *w and *v is a 

later development. 

Robert Blust’s reconstruction of Proto-Austronesian
9
 suggests that Paiwan /v/ 

derives mostly from PAn *b, which is reflected in both onset and coda positions. The 

/w/~/v/ alternation appears to be a constant flux of labial spirantization of the segment 

/w/. It is possible that those dialects without /w/~/v/ alternation might have 

experienced a period with this alternation until reaching that stage of merging /v/ and 

/w/. It is possible that this alternation triggers the analogy of changing word-final w# 

to v#, which finally leads to the merger of the two segments. 

 

 

 

                                                 
9
 See http://www.trussel2.com/ACD/acd-hw_a1.htm. 
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3. Seediq 

 

Seediq is one of the two main branches of the Atayalic subgroup (Li 1981). It 

consists of three main dialects: Tgdaya, Truku, and Toda. The native speakers reside 

in both central (i.e. Nantou County) and eastern parts (i.e. Hualien County) of Taiwan, 

with a population of around 50,000. Most Tgdaya speakers live in Nantou, while most 

Truku speakers live in Hualien. With the lowest population among the three dialects, 

Toda speakers reside in both counties and tend to be influenced by the other two 

dialects. For example, in Lun-san village when both Toda and Truku speakers 

converse, they can still understand each other even if they speak their own dialect. 

 

3.1 Tgdaya Seediq 

 

In terms of the phonemic systems in Seediq, there exist slight discrepancies 

among the three dialects, though a relatively high degree of mutual intelligibility is 

still maintained. Yang (1976) provides a comprehensive study of the phonology in the 

Tgdaya dialect, and proposes the following phonemic system. 

 

Table 3. Consonants in Tgdaya Seediq 

        Place 

Manner 

B
ilab

ial 

A
lv

eo
lar 

P
alatal 

V
elar 

U
v
u
lar 

G
lo

ttal 

Plosives -vd p t  k q Ɂ10 

 +vd b d  g   

Fricative -vd  s  x  h 

Affricate -vd  ts /c     

Nasal  m n  ŋ/ng   

Lateral 
+vd 

 l     

Tap  ɾ/r     

Glide  w  y    

(Note: The glottal stop does not have a corresponding orthographic symbol in this language.) 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
10

 The phonemic status of the glottal stop in Tgdaya Seediq is not consistent in the literature. Yang 

(1976) does not consider it as phonemic. Holmer (1996) includes it as one of the phonemes but 

provides no explanation. 
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Table 4. Vowels in Tgdaya Seediq 

Monophthongs i   u 

  e o  

   a  

Diphthongs aw ay uy  

 

3.2 Truku Seediq 
 

As for Truku Seediq, Lee (2010, cf. Tsukida 2005, 2009) proposes the phonemic 

system as follows, with 18 consonants, 4 vowels, and 3 diphthongs. 

 

Table 5. Consonants in Truku Seediq 

        Place 

Manner 

B
ilab

ial 

A
lv

eo
lar 

P
alatal 

V
elar 

U
v
u
lar 

P
h
ary

n
g
eal 

G
lo

ttal 

Plosives -vd p t [c]/c k q  Ɂ 

 +vd b d [ɟ]/j     

Fricative 
-vd  s  x  ħ/h  

+vd    ɣ    

Nasal  m n  ŋ/ng    

Fricative 

Lateral 
+vd  ɮ/l    

 
 

Tap   ɾ/r      

Glide  w  y     

 

Table 6. Vowels in Truku Seediq 

Monophthongs i   u 

  [e]/ey ə/e [o]/ow 

   a  

Diphthongs aw ay uy  

 

Several differences are observed from the phonemic systems of the two dialects. 

First, the affricate ts is phonemic in Tgdaya but not in Truku. Secondly, the voiced 

velar segment in Tgdaya is the plosive /g/, whereas in Truku it is the fricative /ɣ/. 

Finally, the mid vowels e and o are phonemic in Tgdaya, yet they are in 

complementary distribution with ay and aw in Truku. The schwa is phonemic in 

Truku. 
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3.3 Toda Seediq
11

 

 

Before I present the phonemic inventory of Toda Seediq, some diachronic aspects 

need to be mentioned. In his comparative study on the Atayalic dialects, Li (1981) 

reports the differences among the three Seediq dialects based on his fieldwork in the 

Nantou area (i.e. Central Taiwan). The major difference of the Toda dialect is that all 

velar segments in the other two dialects correspond to /w/ in Toda. In a word, there is 

no voiced velar segment /g/ or /ɣ/ in the dialect. 

Moreover, Toda seems to have developed two dialectal variations in Nantou and 

Hualien. For convenience I shall term the dialect in Nantou as Central Toda and that 

in Hualien as Eastern Toda. Central Toda still retains *c as its phoneme, yet there is no 

phoneme /c/ (ts) in Eastern Toda, where *c has changed to /s/. See the following table. 

All the data are taken from Li (1981: 260), except those from Morisaka and Tawsay. 

 

Table 7. The reflexes of Proto-Atayalic *c 

Lg Village/Dialect  middle mud answer 

Atayal Squliq /s/ skaɁ slaq s-m-yuk 

 Mayrinax /c/ ma-cka-ckaɁ claq c-um-iyuk 

Seediq Toŋan/Tgdaya /c/ ck-cekaɁ ----- c-m-iyuk 

 Truwan/Truku (C) /s/ səkaɁ səlaʔ s-m-iyuk 

 Morisaka/Truku (E) /s/ səkaɁ səlaq s-m-iyuk 

 Toda/Toda (C) /c/ cəkaɁ cəlaq c-m-iyuk 

 Tawsay/Toda (E) /s/ səkaɁ səlaq s-m-iyuk 

Proto-Atayalic (Li 1981) *c *cəkaɁ *cəlaq *c-um-iyuk 

 

Another difference found between Central Toda and Eastern Toda is that in the 

former the phonemes /t/ and /d/ are not palatalized (Li 1981), yet in the latter they are 

palatalized as those in Truku. This is illustrated in Tables 8 and 9, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11

 It appears that the Toda dialect has received the least attention in the previous literature. To the best 

of my knowledge, there has not been any formal and comprehensive description of its grammar. 

Holmer (1996:18) mentions an undated manuscript The Glossary of Kari Sejiq by R. Baudhin, who 

describes a Toda dialect of Sakura in Nantou. However, the work is mainly a wordlist of the dialect. 

So far we still rely on Li’s studies on the Atayalic dialects in the early 1980s, in which the Toda 

dialect of Seediq in the Nantou area is investigated. 
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Table 8. /t/ in the Seediq dialects 

Village Dialect  crow hornet Source 

Toŋan Tgdaya /t/ tyaquŋ qutiɁ Li (1981:246) 

Truwan Truku (C) /c/ cyaɁuŋ ɁuciɁ Li (1981:246) 

Morisaka Truku (E) /c/ cyaquŋ quci my field notes (2009) 

Toda Toda (C) /t/ tyaquŋ qutiɁ Li (1981:246) 

Tawsay Toda (E) /c/ cyaquŋ quci my field notes (2010) 

 

Table 9. /d/ in the Seediq dialects 

Village Dialect Seg. day hornet cicada Source 

Toŋan Tgdaya /d/ ------ tdiyuŋ k-diye Li (1981:253) 

Truwan Truku (C) /j/ jiyax tjiyuŋ k-jiyac Li (1981:253) 

Morisaka Truku (E) /j/ jiyax qjiyuŋ k-jiyay my field notes (2009) 

Toda Toda (C) /d/ diyax tdiyuŋ k-diyac Li (1981:253) 

Tawsay Toda (E) /j/ jiyax tjiyuŋ k-jiyac my field notes (2010) 

 

Based on the comparison above, I propose the phonemic system for Eastern Toda 

Seediq as follows. The phonemes and symbols in parenthesis also exist in Central 

Toda. 

 

Table 10. Consonants in Toda Seediq 

        Place 

Manner 

B
ilab

ial 

A
lv

eo
lar 

P
alatal 

V
elar 

U
v
u
lar 

P
h
ary

n
g
eal 

G
lo

ttal 

Plosives -vd p t [c]/c k q  Ɂ 

 +vd b d [ɟ]/j     

Fricative -vd  s  x  ħ/h  

Affricate -vd  (ts)/c      

Nasal  m n  ŋ/ng    

Fricative 

Lateral 
+vd  ɮ/l    

 
 

Tap   ɾ/r      

Glide  w  y     
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Table 11. Vowels in Toda Seediq 

Monophthongs i   u 

  ([e]/ey) ə/e ([o]/ow) 

   a  

Diphthongs aw ay uy  

 

Compared with the other dialects, Central Toda has 18 consonants, whereas 

Eastern Toda has only 17, minus the voiceless affricate /ts/. Like Truku, in Central 

Toda the diphthongs /ay/ and /aw/ each has an allophone [e] and [o], respectively, 

which occur at word-medial position. However, in Eastern Toda no allophones [e] for 

/ay/ and [o] for /aw/ exist. 

 

Table 12. The reflexes of *aw in the Seediq dialects 

Village Dialect  shrimp scythe basket Source 

Toŋan Tgdaya /o/ boluŋ ------- tokan Li (1981:270) 

Truwan Truku (C) /o/ boluŋ sokiɁ tokan Li (1981:270) 

Morisaka Truku (E) /o/ boluŋ soki tokan my field notes (2009) 

Toda Toda (C) /o/ boluŋ sokiɁ tokan Li (1981:270) 

Tawsay Toda (E) /aw/ bawluŋ səuki tawkan my field notes (2010) 

Proto-Atayalic *aw *bawluŋ *sawki *tawkan Li (1981:270) 

 

Table 13. The reflexes of *ay in the Seediq dialects 

Village Dialect  stab Source 

Toŋan Tgdaya /e/ metaq Li (1981:272) 

Truwan Truku (C) /e/ metaɁ Li (1981:272) 

Morisaka Truku (E) [e] metaq my field notes (2009) 

Toda Toda (C) /e/ metaq Li (1981:272) 

Tawsay Toda (E) /ay/ maytaq my field notes (2010) 

Proto-Atayalic *ay *maytaq Li (1981:272) 

 

3.4 The velar segments and /w/ in Seediq: The sound correspondence 
 

As stated previously, the major difference among the Seediq dialects is that all 

velar segments in the other two dialects become /w/ in Toda. According to Li 

(1981:255), ‘Toda /w/ corresponds to /g/ in all the other dialects prevocalically except 

in the environments of *a_a and *a_u’, as shown in Table 14 (Li 1981:255). The table 
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shows the sound change of Proto-Atayalic (PA) *g > w in Toda, which is a weakening 

process. 

 

Table 14. The reflexes of Proto-Atayalic *g (Li 1981:255) 

Lg Village/Dialect  root loquat cloth scrub navel 

Atayal Squliq /g/ gamil gituɁ galiq k-m-ugus pugaɁ 

 Mayrinax /g/ gamil ɁituɁ ma-galiq k-um-ugus pugaɁ 

Seediq Toŋan/Tgdaya /g/ gamil gituɁ galiq k-m-ugus  pugaɁ 

 Truwan/Truku /g/ gamil gituɁ galiɁ k-m-ugus pugaɁ 

 Toda/Toda /w/ wamil wituɁ waliq k-m-uus puwaɁ 

Proto-Atayalic *g *gamil *gitu *galiq *k-um-ugus
12

 *pugaɁ 

 

The sound change of PA *g > w excludes the environment of *a_a and *a_u. Li 

(1981:256) points out that *g in these environments changes to /r/ in the Seediq 

dialects, as shown in the following table. 

 

Table 15. The reflexes of *-g- in the Atayalic dialects (Li 1981:256) 

Lg Village/Dialect  maple 

tree 

crab Alocasia anteater 

Atayal Squliq /-g-/ ragaɁ kagaŋ bgayaw qom 

 Mayrinax /-g-/ raaɁ ka-karaŋ (bagatiɁ) qaum/qagam 

Seediq Toŋan/Tgdaya /-r-/ daraɁ karaŋ brayaw Ɂaruŋ 

 Truwan/Truku /-r-/ daraɁ k-karaŋ brayaw Ɂaruŋ 

 Toda/Toda /-r-/ daraɁ k-ra-raŋ brayaw Ɂaruŋ 

Proto-Atayalic *-g- *dagaɁ *kagaŋ *bagayag *qagum 

 

Another sound change concerning Toda also involves the segments /g/ and /w/. In 

the Atayalic dialects investigated by Li (1981), there are different reflexes of the 

word-final *-g after the vowel *u. In some dialects such as Matabalay and Mayrinax 

and two Seediq dialects Truwan and Inago, *g > /-g/. In Skikun and Mnawyan, *g > 

/-x/. In Toda, *g> /-Ɂ/. See the following table (Li 1981:257): 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12

 Li (1981) also mentions that the example ‘scrub’ reveals the deletion of *g between identical vowel 

/u/ in Toda. However, the fact that /u/ and /w/ have similar phonetic values accounts for the deletion. 

A similar case is found in the Truku dialect, in which the word-final /Ɣ/ becomes [w] after the vowel 

/u/, so that in terms of auditory perception the derived glide [w] is hardly heard (Lee 2010). 
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Table 16. Word-final *g in the Atayalic dialects (Li 1981:257) 

Lg Village/Dialect  Jew’s harp necklace thread a needle 

Atayal Squliq /-w/ lubuw sniyuw m-uhuw 

 Sk, Mn /-x/ lubux sniyux l-m-uhux 

 Mayrinax /-g/ lubug sniyug l-um-uhug 

Seediq Toŋan/Tgdaya /-w/ (tubuw) sniruw l-m-ihuw 

 Truwan/Truku /-g/ lubug snirug l-m-ihug 

 Toda/Toda /-Ɂ/ lubuɁ sniruɁ l-m-ihuɁ 

Proto-Atayalic *-g *lubug *snirug *l-um-ihug/ 

*l-um-uhug 

 

Based on this review, we obtain a preliminary picture of the comparison among 

the different Atayalic dialects. So far as the segment /w/ in the Seediq dialects is 

concerned, the voiced velar segment in Tgdaya is /g/ and that in Truku is /ɣ/, whereas 

there is no voiced velar segment in Toda, as the velar segment in the other dialects 

corresponds to the segment /w/ in Toda. Therefore, there is a sound correspondence of 

/g/ (Tgdaya/Paran)-/ɣ/ (Truku)-/w/ (Toda) in the three Seediq dialects. See the 

following examples: 

 

Table 17. /g/-/ɣ/-/w/ correspondence in the Seediq dialects 

Village Dialect  hand roof 

(unbuilt) 

there gem-faced civet 

Paran Tgdaya /g/ bagaɁ ------- gagaɁ bəgilaq 

Morisaka Truku (E) /ɣ/ baɣa qraɣa ɣaɣa pəɣilak 

Tawsay Toda (E) /w/ bawa nə-qrawa wawa pəwilak 

Proto-Seediq *g *bagaɁ  *gagaɁ *pəgilak 

 

This sound correspondence shows that Proto-Seediq *g in onset position is 

retained in Tgdaya, becomes the voiced fricative /ɣ/ in Truku, and weakens to the 

glide /w/ in Toda. That means diachronically Proto-Seediq *g and *w are merged as 

/w/ in Toda, which leads to the absence of the voiced velar segment /g/ or /ɣ/ in the 

dialect. The merger of *g and *w in Toda has the effect on its phonology structures in 

comparison with the other two dialects. I shall explore this point further in section 3.5. 

More examples are shown below: 
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Table 18. /g/-/ɣ/-/w/ or ø correspondence in the Seediq dialects 

Village Dialect  mountain wind choose teach 

Paran Tgdaya /g/ dugiyaq bugihul g-um-ao t-um-ugesa 

Morisaka Truku (E) /ɣ/ dəɣiyaq bəɣihul ɣ-əm-aaw t-əm-ɣəsa 

Tawsay Toda (E) /w/ duiyaq buihul u-m-au t-əm-uusa 

Proto-Seediq *g *dugiyaq *bugihul *g-um-aaw *t-um-ugesa 

 

Concerning the sound change of *g > /r/ in Tgdaya and Toda, there is a sound 

correspondence of /r/-/ɣ/-/r/ in the Seediq dialects. Based on Li’s (1981) 

reconstruction, this sound correspondence in Seediq is considered as a reflex of the 

Proto-Atayalic *g, as shown in the following table. The reconstruction suggests that 

Proto-Atayalic *g is retained in Truku as the voiced fricative /ɣ/.  

 

Table 19. /r/-/ɣ/-/r/ correspondence in the Seediq dialects 

Village Dialect  land teeth sow, cf. seed Sources 

Paran Tgdaya /r/ deheral rupun r-m-ehak Li (1981) 

Morisaka Truku (E) /ɣ/ dəxəɣal ɣupun ɣ-m-əhak My fieldnotes (2009) 

Tawsay Toda (E) /r/ dəxəral rupun r-m-əhak My fieldnotes (2010) 

Proto-Atayal *g *daguq/ 

*dahəl 

*gupun *g-um-əhap Li (1981) 

 

Finally, another sound correspondence /r/-/ɣ/-/w/ in the Seediq dialects requires 

further investigation. It is possible that this is also a reflex of the Proto-Atayalic *g, 

which is retained in Truku as /ɣ/. Toda by analogy changes Truku /ɣ/ into /w/. 

 

Table 20. /r/-/ɣ/-/w/ correspondence in the Seediq dialects 

Village Dialect  sea centipede 

Paran Tgdaya /r/ ruciluŋ psirak 

Morisaka Truku (E) /ɣ/ ɣəsiluŋ psiɣak

Tawsay Toda (E) /w/ usiluŋ psiwak 

Proto-Atayal      *-ciluŋ(Li 1981) 

 

3.5 Phonological contrasts among the Seediq dialects: Focus on Toda 

 

Diachronically speaking, Tgdaya is the most conservative among the Seediq 

dialects, as it preserves the full vowel at the antepenultimate syllable, while in the 

other two dialects the vowel at this position is usually reduced. Antepenultimate 

vowels in the Seediq dialects are generally predictable if unstressed. In Tgdaya the 

vowel is usually /u/ (Li 1991), whereas in Truku it is reduced to schwa, and in Toda it 
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depends on the contexts. 

Suffixation but not encliticization in Truku always triggers vowel reduction at the 

antepenultimate position (Lee 2010, Tsukida 2005). This is also mostly true for the 

Toda dialect, as shown in the following examples: 

 

(22) Stem: /patas/ [pá.tas] ‘to study; book’ 

 a. /patas=mu/ [pa.tás.mu] ‘book=1SG.GEN; my book; my studying’ 

 b. /patas-an/ [pə.tá.san] ‘study-LOC; school’ 

 c. /patas-an=mu/ [pə.ta.sán.mu]     ‘study-LOC=1SG.GEN; my school’ 

(23) Stem: /tabu/ [tá.bu] ‘to feed; to keep (animal)’ 

 a. /t<m>abu/ [tə.má.bu] ‘<AF>feed (cattle)’ 

 b. /tabu-i/ [tə.bú.
w
i] ‘feed (cattle)-IMP’ 

 c. /p-tabu-un=mu/ [pə.tə.bu.
w
ún.mu] ‘CAUS-feed-PF=1SG.GEN’ 

 

The main difference between Truku and Toda is that in the latter the unstressed 

antepenultimate vowel /u/ is a reflex of the sound correspondence of /g/-/ɣ/-/w/. 

Compare Truku /ɣəsiɮuŋ/ and Toda /usiɮuŋ/ ‘sea’, and the examples in Table 18 

above. Given the diachronic weakening of the velar segment to /w/ in Toda, the 

phoneme /w/ adjacent to the vowel /u/ is phonetically neutralized. Instead of being 

realized as [wə] as */wəsiɮuŋ/ in Toda, the full vowel /u/ at the antepenultimate 

position is retained. 

If the antepenultimate vowel is /u/, it is not reduced when the word is encliticized. 

The stress falls regularly on the penultimate syllable of a phonological word, as in 

Truku (cf. Lee 2010). The following examples demonstrate the different phonological 

behavior between suffixation and encliticization. Unlike Truku, a lexical word in Toda 

allows up to three full vowels.
13

 Due to this constraint, in example (24c) the 

imperative-suffixed stem is realized as [wə.ú.i] instead of *[u.a.ú.i]. 

 

(24) Stem: /uau/ ‘choose’ 

 a. u<m>au=ku nii [u.ma.ú.=ku.#níi] 

  <AF>choose=1SG.NOM this 

  ‘I chose this.’ 

 b. m-uau=su manu [mu.
w
a.ú.=su.#má.nu] 

  FUT-choose=2SG.NOM what 

  ‘What are you choosing?’ 

                                                 
13

 A lexical word is defined within the scope of suffixation. When a lexical word is encliticized by a 

pronoun or an aspectual marker, the whole element, including the enclitic, is a syntactic phrase, 

though it is at phonological level a phonological word. In the case of (24), the vowel of the clitic is 

not counted, thus a lexical word in Toda allows up to three full vowels. 
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 c. uau-i nanak [wə.ú.i.#ná.nak] not *[u.a.u.i.#na.nak] 

  choose-IMP self 

  ‘Choose for yourself.’ 

 

Given that the voiced velar segments in Tgdaya and Truku correspond to the 

segment /w/ in Toda, the /ag/~/aw/ alternation in the former dialects is not seen in 

Toda. This alternation is commonly seen in the Atayalic dialects except Skikun, 

Mnawyan, and some older Mayrinax speakers (Li, 1980:386, 1981), as well as in 

Paran Seediq (Yang 1976). Li (1981:272) states that word-final /aw/ in some Seediq 

dialects is a reflex of *ag in Proto-Atayalic. The weakening of *g >w in Toda is 

parallel to this sound change, thus the /aɣ/~/aw/ alternation is not found in Toda. 

Take the verb ‘wash’ for example. In Truku the base is /sinaɣ/, whereas in Toda it 

is /sinaw/. In the two dialects the AF-form of the verb is /s-m-inaw/ [sə.mí.naw]; 

however, in Truku the LF-form is /snaɣ-an/ [sə.ná.ɣan] and in Toda it is /snaw-an/ 

[sə.ná.wan]. 

Similarly, in Truku the segment /ɣ/ at word-final position after the high vowel /i/ is 

deleted (Lee 2010). In Toda it is the segment /w/ that is applied to the same context. 

Therefore, the AF-form of ‘buy’ /maɾiɣ/ or /maɾiw/ in both dialects is [má.ɾi], and 

‘shop’ is /sə-bəɾiɣ-an/ [sə.bə.ɾí.ɣan] for Truku and the compound /sapah#bəɾiw-an/ 

[sa.paħ.#bə.ɾí.wan] (house#buy-NMLZ) for Toda. 

The following table summarizes the phonological differences concerning the 

segment /w/ among the three Seediq dialects. First, vowel reduction at the 

antepenultimate position is found in both Truku and Toda dialects. Even so, the 

unstressed antepenultimate /u/ is immune to reduction in Toda. Therefore, Toda and 

Tgdaya permit up to three full vowels in a word. Finally, due to the absence of voiced 

velar segments in Toda, the word-final /ag/~/aw/ alternation is also missing in the 

dialect. 

 

Table 21. Phonological differences concerning the segment /w/ in Seediq 

Phenomenon                         Dialect Tgdaya Truku Toda 

Vowel reduction at antepenultimate position ✕ ✔ ✔ 

Antepenultimate /u/ ✔ ✕ ✔ 

Permits up to three full vowels in a word ✔ ✕ ✔ 

Word-final /ag/~/aw/ alternation ✔ ✔ ✕ 

 

4. Theoretical interpretation 

 

This section provides a theoretical perspective to account for the phonological 
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activities involving the segment /w/ in the two languages by adopting the approach of 

contrastive hierarchy (Dresher 2009, Jakobson and Halle 1956) with feature 

specifications.
14

 Contrastive hierarchy is achieved by contrastive specifications of 

feature ordering through a dichotomous scale, termed as ‘the Successive Division 

Algorithm’ (SDA) by Dresher (2009: 16): 

 

(25) The Successive Division Algorithm 

 a. Begin with no feature specifications: assume all sounds are allophones of 

 a single undifferentiated phoneme. 

 b. If the set is found to consist of more than one contrasting member, select 

 a feature and divide the set into as many subsets as the feature allows for. 

 c. Repeat step (b) in each subset: keep dividing up the inventory into sets, 

 applying successive features in turn, until every set has only one member. 

 

The process of the SDA provides a hierarchical ordering of contrastive features 

which is assumed to motivate the phonological activities of a given language, based 

on the assumption that ‘the behavior of a phoneme is a function of its contrastive 

features’ (Dresher 2009:72), and ‘only contrastive feature values are active in the 

(lexical) phonology’ (Dresher and Zhang 2005). 

Therefore, in this section I propose a contrastive hierarchy of featural 

specifications for Paiwan and Seediq based on the aforementioned phonological 

processes in each language, following the procedure of the SDA. 

 

4.1 Contrastive hierarchy in Paiwan 

 

As stated previously, the /w/~/v/ alternation is phonemic and dialectal, which 

occurs in most Paiwan dialects. In terms of feature specifications, the minimal 

contrast between the segments /w/ and /v/ in Paiwan is [sonorant]. The former is 

[+sonorant], the latter [-sonorant]. Except for this, both can be specified as [+anterior, 

-coronal, +voiced, +continuant], or as [+labial, +voiced, +continuant]. 

Among the labial obstruents in Paiwan, the segment /v/ is the only fricative 

without a voiceless counterpart, which, like /ɖ/ or /q/ in the plosive set which also 

lacks its [voiced] counterpart, is prone to alternations and variations.  

Given the labial strengthening process from /w/ to /v/ and labial dissimilation 

                                                 
14

 Given the title of this paper, I adopt this framework to show the different phonological patterning of 

the segment /w/ in the two Formosan languages. I do not exclude the possibilities for analyzing the 

data with other theoretical frameworks such as a constraint-based approach, yet to provide an 

argumentation for adopting this framework rather than the others is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Interested readers can refer to Chapter six in Dresher (2009), where contrastive specifications are 

translated into a ranking of constraints. 
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(section 2.3), I assume that the place feature [labial] contrasts the Paiwan consonants 

at underlying level, and divides its phonemic inventory into two major sets: labials 

and non-labials. Each set is then divided by the feature [continuant] ([cont]) based on 

the consideration that the voiced labiodental fricative /v/, which is [+continuant], is 

the only fricative without its voiceless counterpart. This suggests that the feature 

[continuant] should rank higher than the other possible features. As will be shown 

later in Figure 2, this ranking also works better for the rest of the phonemic inventory. 

Therefore, [-continuant] labials include /p, b, m/ and [+continuant] labials /v, w/. Next, 

these segments are further specified by the feature [sonorant] ([son]), whereas /p/ and 

/b/ are contrastive in terms of [voiced] ([vd]). This is illustrated in the following 

figure: 

Consonants  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The labials 

 

In Figure 2 each labial segment is fully specified by the feature ordering of [labial] 

> [continuant] > [sonorant] > [voiced]. The segment /w/ occupies a parallel position 

as opposed to the segment /v/. As pointed out by Dresher and Zhang (2005), two 

phonetically different segments may have similar phonological behavior if their 

positions in the phonological patterning are parallel (cf. Sapir 1925). This contrastive 

hierarchy serves to account for the occurrence of /w/~/v/ alternation in Paiwan 

dialects. 

Similarly, the non-labial set is divided by the feature [continuant] into two groups: 

the plosives as [-continuant] and the fricatives and the approximants as [+continuant]. 

Following the feature ranking in Figure 2, the plosives are then divided by the feature 

[sonorant] into oral and nasal segments, whereas the continuants are divided into the 

fricatives and the approximants. 

What follows is more complicated than the contrastive specifications of the labials. 

First, the fricatives /s/ and /z/ are specified by the feature [±voiced]. Then, only the 

feature [dorsal] ([dor]) can contrast the rest of the segments and distinguishes alveolar 

and retroflex segments from palatal, velar, and uvular ones. For example, the features 

[coronal] ([cor]) and [anterior] ([ant]) are unable to distinguish the approximants [r, ɭ, 

[+son]m/ 

[+labial] /p, b, m, v, w/ [-labial] 

/t, d, ɖ, c, tj, dj, k, g,

q, s, z, n, ŋ, r, ɭ, ʎ, j/ 

(see Figure 3) 

[-cont] /p, b, m/ [+cont] /v, w/ 

[-son] /p, b/ [+son] /m/ [-son] /v/ [+son] /w/ 

[-vd] /p/ [+vd] /b/ 
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ʎ, j] as these segments are all [+coronal] and [-anterior]. Besides, the feature [lateral] 

([lat]) is redundant for the plosives. Moreover, the palatal plosives /tj/ (/c/) and /dj/ (/ɟ/) 

are reported to be absent in the Paiwan dialects of the Northern region (Chang 2006, 

Chen 2006 and Ho 1978), which further supports the feature [dorsal] as contrastive 

for these segments. 

Therefore, the two remaining nasals /n/ and /ŋ/ are specified as [-dorsal] and 

[+dorsal], respectively. The rest of the segments specified as [+dorsal] include the 

plosives /tj, dj, k, g, q/ and the palatals /ʎ, j/, and those as [-dorsal] include the 

plosives [t, d, ɖ, c (ts
h
)], the trill /r/, and the retroflex lateral /ɭ/. 
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Figure 3. The non-labial segments 

 

For the dorsal plosives /tj, dj, k, g, q/, the feature [coronal] divides them into 

[+coronal] /tj, dj/ and [-coronal] /k, g, q/. Each group is then further specified by the 

feature [voiced], which then distinguishes /k, q/ from /g/. The segments /k/ and /q/ are 

then contrastive in terms of [pharyngeal] ([phar]). 

It is also possible to rank [pharyngeal] above [voiced]. In this way /k/ is grouped 

with /g/ instead of /q/. However, the other way round is preferred due to the dialectal 

variation found in some Paiwan dialects, where the phonemes /k/ and /q/ have 

[-labial] /t,d, c, ɖ, n, tj, dj, k, g, ŋ, q, s, z, r, ɭ, ʎ , j/ 

[-cont] /t, d, c, ɖ, n, tj, dj, k, g, , q/ [+cont] /s, z, r, ɭ, ʎ, j/ 

[-son] /t, d, c, ɖ, 

tj, dj, k, g, q/ 

[+son] /n, ŋ/ [-son] /s, z/ [+son] /r, ɭ, ʎ, j/ 

[-vd] /s/ 

 

[+vd] /z/ 

 

[+dor] /ŋ/ 

/ŋ// / 

 

[-dor] /n/ 

 [-dor] 

/t, d, c, ɖ/ 

[+dor] 

/tj, dj, k, g, q/ 

[-dor] 

/r, ɭ/ 

[+dor] 

/ʎ, j/ 

[-del] 

/t, d, ɖ/ 

[+del] 

/c/ 

[+cor] 

/tj, dj/ 

[-cor] 

/k, g, q/ 

[-ant] 

/ɖ/ 

[+ant] 

/t, d/ 

[-vd] 

/tj/ 

[+vd] 

/dj/ 

[-vd] 

/k, q/ 

[+vd] 

/g/ 

[-vd] 

/t/ 

[+vd] 

/d/ 

[-phar] 

/k/ 

[+phar] 

/q/ 

[-lat] 

/r/ 

[+lat] 

/ɭ/ 

[+lat] 

/ʎ/ 

[-lat] 

/j/ 
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changed to [Ɂ] or even ø (A. Chang 2000, 2006, Chen 2006, Ferrell 1982 and Ho 

1978). This common synchronic variation k~Ɂ such as akən~aɁen and diachronic 

sound change of *q > Ɂ found in the Paiwan dialects suggest that /k/ patterns with /q/ 

instead of /g/. 

As for the approximants /r, ɭ, ʎ, j/, it appears that the contrastive feature is [lateral], 

which distinguishes [-lateral] /r, j/ from [+lateral] /ɭ, ʎ/. The three liquids /r, ɭ, ʎ/ in 

Paiwan have presented complicated dialectal variations. Based on Ho (1978), 

Proto-Austronesian *r and *l merge to ɭ in Tjavualji. The sound change of the palatals 

/tj/ and /dj/ to the alveolars /t/ and /d/ in the dialects of the Northern region also 

parallels to the palatal liquid /ʎ/, which changes to alveolar liquid /l/. Moreover, /ɭ/~/ʎ/ 

variation is found among different dialects. On the other hand, the trill /r/ corresponds 

to the voiced velar fricative /ɣ/ in the dialects such as Butanglu (Ho 1978), Savaudjan 

(Chen 2006), Djaqup, and Calavi. Moreover, Ho (1978) notes that Proto-Austronesian 

*r and *ɖ merged to r in Paiwan (village name). In the dialects where this merge 

occurs, the trill /r/ also corresponds to the alveolar retroflex /ɖ/ in Lalawdran. All in 

all, it will take us afield to list all the details of these sound correspondences among 

the dialects, which are still pending further research. 

With the [-dorsal] plosives /t, d, ɖ, c/, I propose that the feature [delayed release] 

([del]) first of all contrasts the sole affricate /c/, which is [+delayed release], from the 

others. The voiceless aspirated affricate /c/ in Paiwan is derived from PAn *C, while 

PAn *C has merged with *t in all extra-Formosan languages (Blust 1999, Dyen 1963, 

Ferrell 1980, Ho 1978, Ross 1992, Tsuchida 1976). The fact that Paiwan has retained 

the contrast of PAn *C and *t in its phonemic inventory indicates not only that Paiwan 

preserves some archaic features of Proto-Austronesian, but also that the affricate /c/ is 

contrastive from the rest of the similar segments. 

It follows that the plosives /t, d, ɖ/ are distinguished further by the feature 

[anterior], which singles out the retroflex /ɖ/, which is [-anterior]. The feature [voiced] 

then further specifies /t/ and /d/. 

Both Figures 2 and 3 provide full contrastive specifications for the Paiwan 

consonants, rendering the following feature ordering: [labial] > [continuant] > 

[sonorant] > [dorsal] > [delayed release] > [anterior], [coronal], [lateral] > [voiced] > 

[pharyngeal]. 

 

 

4.2 Contrastive hierarchy in Seediq 

 

Following the same procedure of the SDA, in this section I present the proposed 

contrastive hierarchy of the three Seediq dialects. As the three dialects differ in their 
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phonemic systems, the contrastive hierarchy of each dialect also reveals the 

differences. 

Contrary to Paiwan with the phonological processes mainly concerning labial 

segments, in Seediq there are dorsal consonant harmony (Lee 2009) and 

morphophonemic alternations between bilabial and velar plosives in the imperative 

paradigm (Li 1991, Yang 1976). Adopting the approach of contrastive hierarchy, Lee 

(2009) proposes that the feature ordering of the plosives in Truku Seediq is 

[pharyngeal] > [dorsal] > [labial] > [voiced]. This ordering contrasts the pharyngeal 

segments /q, ħ, Ɂ/ from the oral ones, thus the feature [dorsal] contrasts the oral 

consonants. We will see that this ranking also works for the other consonants, 

showing that the contrastive hierarchy in a given language should be consistent. 

Therefore, the feature [dorsal] divides the rest of the segments into dorsal and 

non-dorsal ones. For the Tgdaya dialect, the former includes /k, g, x, ŋ, w, j/. For the 

Truku dialect, the dorsal segments are / k, x, ɣ, ŋ, w, j/. For the Toda dialect, there are 

only five /k, x, ŋ, w, j/.  

Ranked below [dorsal], the feature [labial] contrasts the segment /w/ from the 

other dorsal segments. This hierarchy shows that the segment /w/ in Seediq patterns 

with the dorsal segments. As will be shown below, the segment /w/ in the three 

dialects occupies a rather higher position in the contrastive hierarchy than the voiced 

velars /g/ and /ɣ/. The implications of this patterning are discussed below. 

There are two possibilities of feature ranking below [labial] for the dorsal 

segments: either [voiced] > [continuant] or [continuant] > [voiced]. Take Tgdaya for 

example. If [voiced] > [continuant], then /k/ [-continuant] patterns with /x/ 

[+continuant] as [-voiced] and /g, ŋ/ [-continuant] pattern with /j/ [+continuant] as 

[+voiced]. On the other hand, if [continuant] > [voiced], then /k/ patterns with /g, ŋ /, 

and /x/ with /j/. The feature [nasal] then distinguishes [g] from [ŋ]. 

However, a comparison with Truku reveals that the feature ranking [continuant] > 

[voiced] has more supports from the phonological activities. First, with the ranking 

[continuant] > [voiced] the patterning of /k, g, ŋ/ is consistent with that of /p, b, m/ as 

shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

Secondly, with this ranking the segment /ɣ/ in Truku patterns with the glide /j/. 

This patterning is supported by the phonological rule of word-final /ɣ/ changing to [j] 

after the vowel /i/, as in /maɾiɣ/ [ma.ɾij]/[ma.ɾi] ‘AF-buy’, or /kəɾiɣ/ [kə.ɾij]/[kə.ɾi]. 

This is also considered as word-final /ɣ/ deletion (Lee 2010). A similar process is 

found in Tgdaya where the word-final /g/ becomes [j] if preceded by /i/ (Yang 1976).  

Finally, with this ranking /k/ patterns with /ŋ/ which is supported by the 

alternation between the labials /p, b, m/ and the velars /k, ŋ/ in the imperative 

paradigm, in which /p, b/ and /m/ becomes /k/ and /ŋ/ respectively at word-final 
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position. This alternation is commonly seen in the dialects of Seediq and has been 

mentioned in the literature (H. Chang 2000, Holmer 1996, Lee 2009, 2010, Li 1991, 

Tsukida 2005, 2009 and Yang 1976). See the following examples from the Truku 

dialect. 

 

(26) Labial~velar alternation in Truku Seediq (cf. Lee 2009) 

 Root/stem AF-form Suffixation Gloss 

 qaɣuk q-m-aɣuk qɣup-i ‘scoop up (millets, corns)-IMP’ 

 qaɾik q-m-aɾik qɾib-i ‘cut with scissors-IMP’ 

 taɮaŋ t-m-aɮaŋ tɮam-an ‘run-LOC; runway’ 

 

Based on this discussion, I consider that the feature ordering [continuant] > 

[voiced] reflects the phonological activities in this language. In Tgdaya, the dorsal 

segments /k, g, ŋ, x, j/ are divided into [-continuant] /k, g, ŋ/ and [+continuant] /x, j/. 

In Truku, they are [-continuant] /k, ŋ/ and [+continuant] /x, ɣ, j/. In Toda, they are 

[-continuant] /k, ŋ / and [+continuant] /x, j/. Then the feature [voiced] specifies each 

segment except /g, ŋ/ in Tgdaya and /ɣ, j/ in Truku. To fully specify each segment, 

two more features are needed to contrast /g, ŋ/ in Tgdaya and /ɣ, j/ in Truku. The 

former is contrasted by the feature [nasal]; while the latter [back]. This is shown in 

Figures 3, 4, 5, respectively. 

A comparison of the contrastive hierarchy in each dialect reveals that the voiced 

velar plosive /g/ in Tgdaya patterns with the velar nasal /ŋ/; whereas in Truku the 

voiced velar fricative /ɣ/ patterns with the palatal glide /j/. Such a different patterning 

implies the changing nature of the voiced velar segment in the language. Therefore, 

with the diachronic merger of *g and *w and the synchronic loss of the voiced velar 

segment, Toda develops a rather balanced contrastive hierarchy. 

The oral consonants which are not dorsal are /p, b, m, t, d, n, s, ts, l, ɾ/ in Tgdaya, 

and in Truku and Toda are /p, b, m, t, d, n, s, ɮ, ɾ/. The major difference lies in the 

phonemic /ts/ in Tgdaya. Applying the feature ordering of [dorsal] > [labial] > 

[continuant] > [voiced] reveals the contrastive hierarchy shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

The feature [delayed release] is needed to fully specify /t/ and /ts/ in Tgdaya. Given 

that Truku and Toda share the same segments, they also share the same contrastive 

hierarchy. Therefore, the feature ordering for Seediq is proposed as [pharyngeal] > 

[dorsal] > [labial] > [continuant] > [voiced] > [nasal], [back], [lateral], [delayed 

release]. 

The parallel ranking of the feature [nasal] and [lateral] in both figures is supported 

by the variation of the nasal /n/ and the laterals /l, ɾ/ in Tgdaya, and /ɮ/ in Truku and 

Toda. This variation is commonly seen in the Atayalic dialects, where the word-final 

laterals are replaced by the alveolar nasal /n/, especially in the speech of younger 
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generations (Li 1981), such as tayal~tayan ‘the Atayal’ (Squliq Atayal), or 

kiŋaɮ~kiŋan ‘one’ (Truku Seediq). This variation also leads to neutralization of the 

two segments which in turn results in homophones. For example, in Truku Seediq the 

word m-ɾəmun was believed by one of my consultants as meaning both ‘be salty’ and 

‘be brave’. However, this was corrected by an older consultant, who pointed out that 

m-ɾəmun meant ‘be salty’, whereas m-ɾəmuɮ ‘be brave’. This indicates that such a 

variation has produced some homophones in the younger speaker’s grammar, and 

only the older speaker still maintains the distinction of the word-final /n/ and /ɮ/ of 

the minimal pair. 

Consonants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The dorsal segments in Tgdaya Seediq 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[-dorsal] /p, b, m, t, d, n, s, ts, l, ɾ/ 

(See Figure 6) 

[+dorsal] /k, g, x, ŋ, w, j/ 

[+lab] /w/ [-lab] /k, g, x, ŋ, j/ 

[-cont] /k, g, ŋ/ 

/ 

[+cont] /x, j/ 

[-vd] /k/ [+vd] 

/g, ŋ/ 

[-vd] 

/x/ 

[+vd] 

/j/ 

[-nas] 

/g/ 

[+nas] 

/ŋ/ 
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Consonants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The dorsal segments in Truku Seediq 

 

Consonants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. The dorsal segments in Toda Seediq 

 

Due to the phonemic status of the affricate /ts/ in Tgdaya, the feature [delayed 

release] is needed to contrast the plosive /t/ from /ts/. This contrast is still maintained 

in Central Toda, yet it is lost in Eastern Toda. Therefore, Figure 6 is shared by Tgdaya 

and Central Toda; whereas Figure 7 by Truku and Eastern Toda. 

The phonemic status of the affricate /ts/ in Truku Seediq was controversial. 

Tsukida (2005) is uncertain about its phonemic status, stating that it only occurs in 

interjection, gerunds, and loanwords. Lee (2009, 2010) considers that the affricate ts 

as [ts
h
] is an allophone of the phoneme /t/, which is realized at word-final position. 

For example, /miɾit/ ‘goat’ is pronounced as [mi.ɾitsh
]. This phonetic variation is 

[-dorsal] /p, b, m, t, d, n, s, ɮ, ɾ/ 

(See Figure 6) 
[+dorsal] /k, x, ɣ, ŋ, w, j/ 

[+lab] /w/ [-lab] /k, ɣ, ŋ, w, j/ 

j/ / 

[-cont] /k, ŋ/ [+cont] /x, ɣ, j/ 

[-vd] /k/ [+vd] /ŋ/ [-vd] /x/ [+vd] 

/ɣ, j/ 

[-bk] 

/j/ 

[+bk] 

/ɣ/ 

[-dorsal] /p, b, m, t, d, n, s, ɮ, ɾ/ 

(See also Figure 7) 

[+dorsal] /k, x, ŋ, w, j/ 

[+lab] /w/ [-lab] /k, x, ŋ ,j/

/ 

[-cont] /k, ŋ/ 

/ 

[+cont] /x, j/ 

[-vd] 

/k/ 

[+vd] 

/ŋ/ 

[-vd] 

/x/ 

[+vd] 

/j/ 
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mostly heard in the speech of the Truku people living in the southern regions such as 

the Wanjung and Chohsi areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 7. Non-dorsal segments in Tgdaya and Central Toda Seediq 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. The non-dorsal segments in Truku and Eastern Toda Seediq 

 

5. Recapitulation and concluding remarks 

 

In this paper I describe the phonological activities concerning the segment /w/ in 

two Formosan languages, Paiwan and Seediq. By doing so, I also look into the issue 

of patterning the segment /w/ in a given language and provide theoretical 

interpretations through the framework of contrastive hierarchy. This theoretical 

perspective offers a means to pattern the segment /w/ based on the active phonological 

processes in a given language, and reveals the underlying hierarchical structure with 

feature specifications of its phonemic system. 

 

[-dorsal] /p, b, m, t, d, n, s, ɮ, ɾ/ 

[+lab] /p, b, m/ [-lab] /t, d, n, s, ɮ, ɾ/ 

[-vd] /p/ [+vd] /b, m/ 

[-nas] /b/ [+nas] /m/ 

[-cont] 

/t, d, n/ 

[+cont] 

/s, ɮ, ɾ/ 

[-vd] 

/t/ 
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/d, n/ 
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/d/ 

[+nas] 

/n/ 
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/s/ 
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/ɮ, ɾ/ 

[-lat] 

/ɾ/ 
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/ɮ/ 

[-dorsal] /p, b, m, t, d, n, s, ts, l, ɾ/ 

[+lab] /p, b, m/ [-lab] /t, d, n, ts, s, l, ɾ/ 

[-vd] /p/ [+vd] /b, m/ 

[-nas] /b/ [+nas] /m/ 

[-cont] 

/t, d, n, ts/ 

[+cont] 

/s, l, ɾ/ 

[-vd] 

/t, ts/ 

[+vd] 

/d, n/ 

[-del] 

/t/ 

[+del] 

/ts/ 
[-nas] 

/d/ 

[+nas] 

/n/ 

[-vd] 

/s/ 

[+vd] 

/l, ɾ/ 

[-lat] 

/ɾ/ 

[+lat] 

/l/ 
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5.1 Synchronic observations and diachronic implications 

 

By re-examining the analysis of Paiwan /w/~/v/ alternation in the literature, along 

with my new data, I found that this alternation only applies to suffixation instead of 

encliticization, thus it occurs at word-level domain. Furthermore, the phonological 

distinction of suffixation and encliticization is overlooked by the previous literature.  

This alternation is phonemic and dialectal. Not every dialect in Paiwan has /w/~/v/ 

alternation. Based on the literature and my own fieldwork, it appears that those 

dialects without this alternation are spoken around the central region of the Paiwan 

distribution, which is near their alleged homeland, suggesting that the merger of *w 

and *v was a later development. This alternation may have triggered the analogy of 

changing word-final w# to v#, which leads to the merger of the two segments. It is 

thus possible that those dialects without /w/~/v/ alternation synchronically might have 

experienced a period with this alternation until reaching the stage of merging *w and 

*v. 

I also re-examine labial dissimilation, which is found in every Paiwan dialect due 

to its involvement with verbal morphology. This phonological process was reported in 

nearly all Paiwan studies. Although this process does not directly concern the segment 

/w/, it is relevant to the theoretical discussion. According to Ho (1977), labial 

dissimilation applies to the stems with labial segments as either the first or the second 

onset. The agent-focus marker {əm} changes to [ən] when a labial segment is adjacent. 

However, my new data show that this rule no longer applies to the stem whose second 

onset is a labial, suggesting that labial dissimilation only applies when the agent-focus 

marker {əm} is preceded by a labial. 

On the other hand, in Seediq the segment /w/ mostly interacts with the dorsal 

segments diachronically, being reflected in the sound correspondence of /g/-/ɣ/-/w/ 

among the three dialects. In this paper I mainly describe the phonology of the Toda 

dialect, which has been little studied in the literature, along with a focus on how the 

sound correspondence is correlated with its phonology.  

Based on Li (1981) and my own fieldwork, it appears that the Toda dialect has 

developed two sub-dialects: Central Toda spoken in Nantou and Eastern Toda spoken 

in Hualien. Like Tgdaya, Central Toda has the phonemic /ts/, which is lacking in 

Truku and Eastern Toda. On the other hand, the phonemes /t/ and /d/ are palatalized in 

Eastern Toda but not in Central Toda. However, Eastern Toda differs from the other 

Seediq dialects in that it still retains Proto-Atayalic *aw and *ay in word-medial 

position, whereas in the other dialects they have changed to [e] and [o], respectively. 

Phonologically, it appears that Toda is similar to either Tgdaya or Truku in one 

way or another. Like Truku, vowel reduction occurs in antepenultimate position after 
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suffixation. However, vowel reduction does not occur if the vowel in the position is 

/u/. Therefore, both Tgdaya and Toda retain the antepenultimate /u/ even if the 

position is unstressed, so that up to three full vowels in a word are permitted in the 

dialects. Given the sound change of Proto-Atayalic *g > w in Toda, the /ag/ 

(/aɣ/)~/aw/ alternation occurred in Tgdaya and Truku is not found in Toda. 

The sound correspondence /g/-/ɣ/-/w/ is reflected in Toda as the loss of the voiced 

velar segments. Compared with Truku and Tgdaya, in most circumstances where there 

is a voiced velar segment, Toda has a corresponding /w/. As Li (1981:255) states, 

‘‘Toda /w/ corresponds to /g/ in all the other dialects prevocalically except in the 

environments of *a_a and *a_u’’, where the reflex is /r/ in the Seediq dialects, 

suggesting that Proto-Atayalic *g has split into /r/ and /g/ in Seediq. As a result, in 

Seediq there are also /r/-/r/-/r/, /r/-/ɣ/-/r/, and /r/-/ɣ/-/w/ sound correspondences, which 

are considered by Li (1981) as being descended from Proto-Atayalic *g. 

 

5.2 Theoretical interpretations 

 

The approach of contrastive hierarchy enables us to bring the two languages 

together for theoretical interests. In Paiwan the segment /w/ patterns with the labial 

segments and in Seediq it patterns with the dorsal ones. This is based on the following 

phonological activities exhibited in each language: 

 

(27) Paiwan: 

 a. The /w/~/v/ alternation (Ferrell 1982, Ho 1977, 1978, to name a few) 

 b. Labial dissimilation (Chang 2006, Chen 2006, Ferrell 1982, Ho 1977) 

(28) Seediq: 

 a. Dorsal consonant harmony (Lee 2009) 

 b. The alternation between the labials /p, b, m/ and the velars /k, ŋ/ at 

 stem-final position in the imperative paradigm (Li 1977, 1991, Yang  

  1976) 

 c. The sound correspondence /g/-/ɣ/-/w/ among the Seediq dialects 

 d. The /ag/~/aw/ alternation (Lee 2010, Li 1991, Yang 1976) 

 

Following the approach, I propose contrastive hierarchies for the two languages 

with feature specifications of their phonemic inventories. For Paiwan the Lalawdran 

dialect is taken as an example, since the internal relationship in Paiwan remains 

unclear. With Seediq each contrastive hierarchy for the three dialects is presented. 

The contrastive hierarchy for Paiwan is proposed as having the following feature 

ordering: [labial] > [continuant] > [sonorant] > [dorsal] > [delayed release] > 

[anterior], [coronal], [lateral] > [voiced] > [pharyngeal]. This ordering places both /w/ 
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and /v/ at parallel positions where the feature [sonorant] is contrastive. Such 

patterning serves to account for the /w/~/v/ alternation between these two segments in 

some Paiwan dialects. 

It is tempting to assume that with feature ordering the notion of feature dominance 

also comes into play. Logically, if the driving force of assimilation lies in the more 

dominant features, dissimilation should be motivated with less dominant features. 

This is predicted by the above feature ordering [labial] > [dorsal] > [coronal], which 

motivates the labial dissimilation of changing the agent-focus marker {əm} to [ən] 

instead of [əŋ]. As shown in (29), labial dissimilation is the interaction between the 

most powerful feature [labial] and the least powerful feature [coronal]. The feature 

ordering can be translated into the constraint ranking within the framework of 

Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 2004) as the markedness constraint ranking 

of *LAB/PL,*DOR/PL » *COR/PL (Lombardi 2002, Prince and Smolensky 2004).
15

 See 

the following two tableaux. 

 

(29)  

 [labial]    >  [dorsal]  >   [coronal] Dominance 

[m] 3W 2L 1L 3 

[n] 3L 2L 1W 1 

[ŋ] 3L 2W 1L 2 

(30) 

{əm}vaɭi *LAB/PL *DOR/PL *COR/PL 

v-əm-aɭi *!   

 v-ən-alɭi   * 

v-əŋ-aɭi  *!  

 

As for Seediq, Lee (2009) proposes the contrastive hierarchy for the plosives in 

Truku Seediq as [pharyngeal] > [dorsal] > [labial] > [voiced]. In this paper the scale is 

broadened to include the whole phonemic inventory for each dialect. Based on the 

discussion in section 4.2, the feature ordering for each dialect is presented as follows: 

 

(31) Contrastive hierarchy in Seediq 

 a. Tgdaya: [pharyngeal] > [dorsal] > [labial] > [continuant] > [voiced] > 

  [nasal], [lateral], [delayed release] 

 b. Truku: [pharyngeal] > [dorsal] > [labial] > [continuant] > [voiced] > 

  [nasal], [lateral], [back] 

  

                                                 
15

The ranking of *DOR/PL » *LAB/PL » *COR/PL or *LAB/PL » *DOR/PL » *COR/PL will yield the same 

result, as the winner will always be [ən]. However, if the feature ordering is [dorsal] > [labial] > 

[coronal], the result in (29) will be different, as it is the velar segment /ŋ/ which wins. 
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 c. Central Toda: [pharyngeal] > [dorsal] > [labial] > [continuant] >  

  [voiced] > [nasal], [lateral], [delayed release] 

  d. Eastern Toda: [pharyngeal] > [dorsal] > [labial] > [continuant] >  

   [voiced] > [nasal], [lateral] 

 

These feature orderings not only reflect the differences in the phonemic inventory 

of each dialect, but also reveal the underlying interplay of these features in relation to 

the phonological processes. Based on Lee (2009), dorsal consonant harmony is an 

obligatory process wherever the contexts meet. This is motivated by the feature 

ordering of [pharyngeal] > [dorsal], as the uvular plosive /q/ [+pharyngeal, +dorsal] 

harmonizes the velar plosive /k/ [-pharyngeal, +dorsal] whenever there is a [q] in the 

operation domain, which can be morpheme-internal or morphophonemic. Moreover, 

the alternation between labial /p, b, m/ and /k, ŋ/ is driven by the feature ordering of 

[dorsal] > [labial], where the stem-final /p, b/ and /m/ changes to [k] and [ŋ], 

respectively. 

The voiced velar segment /g/ in Tgdaya or /ɣ/ in Truku occupies the most 

dominated stratum in contrastive hierarchy. Tgdaya /g/ contrasts with the nasal /ŋ/ by 

[nasal], whereas Truku /ɣ/ with the glide /j/ by [back]. With the sound change of *g 

>w and thus the loss of the voiced velar segment, Toda has developed a relatively 

balanced and economic contrastive hierarchy. 

Moreover, the variation between the lateral and the alveolar nasal at word-final 

position commonly seen in the Atayalic dialects is reflected by the equally ranked 

features [nasal] and [lateral]. This process is still ongoing synchronically with the 

tendency of the lateral being replaced by the alveolar nasal. 

Therefore, contrastive hierarchy also implements the notion of feature dominance 

into the theoretical interpretation regarding the motivation of the phonological 

activities exhibited in a given language. It appears that the segments specified at the 

lower stratum of feature hierarchy are more vulnerable to synchronic variations and 

diachronic sound changes such as merger or loss, while the segments specified at the 

higher stratum are more stable in the phonemic system. For example, the segments /w/ 

and /v/ are placed at the most dominated stratum of the [+labial, +continuant] division, 

thus they are prone to alternation. However, as they are specified at a higher ranked 

feature [sonorant], their phonemic status remains stable in the whole system. 
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排灣語及賽德克語的/w/音段與對比階層 

李佩容 

國立東華大學 

 

本文描述台灣南島語之排灣語及賽德克語/w/音段所表現出的不

同音韻序列，提供方言比較觀點，並從對比階層的特徵標記架構提出

理論上的解讀。透過重新檢視排灣語中的兩種音韻現象：/w/~/v/的詞

音位轉換與唇音異化，以及筆者所收集的東部排灣語語料，本文觀察

到前者僅運作於詞位層次上（即僅與後綴加綴互動），而非詞組層次

（後依附詞加接）。另一方面，唇音異化也不再應用於唇音居於第二

音節的詞幹。就賽德克語而言，本文探討歷時語音對應/g/-/ɣ/-/w/對都

達方言音韻所產生的作用。本文最後提出這兩種語言在音韻序列上的

對比階層，並從中獲得共時與歷時的啟示。 

 

關鍵詞：音韻序列、/w/音段、對比階層、排灣語、賽德克語、台灣南

島語 

 


